The Basis of Future Operations
also undertook the production of other rapid-fire weapons for the infantry, as well as of weapons of heavier calibre to deal effectively with tanks.
Great attention had to be given to the production of motor transport. Our horses were getting worse and worse, and remounts came forward slowly. We had to make lorries to replace horse transport, although here, too, we were met with difficulties in the supply of material. We also needed lorries for carrying troops. The enemy, backed by their enormous industries, found it easier and easier, not merely to move their reserves quickly in lorries, but also to use them on an increasing scale for bringing troops up from billets to the line and taking them back again, thus achieving an important economy of physical and moral strength. We had to be content if we could find lorries enough for troop movements in great emergencies.
The time was not yet come for us to undertake the construction of tanks.
Our aircraft industry took a quite special position. The opposing armies were competing to produce the fastest, best-climbing machines. Now one side, now the other would gain the lead, and our industry was often ahead. Especially in 1918 ' we had some splendid types, to which, next to their own courage, our flying men owed their victories.
Hitherto I have only dealt with some of the more important kinds of war material, of which largely increased supplies were required. But of course everything had to be thought of, for everything was important. Barbed wire, for example, was as urgently required as small arm ammunition. To settle in what proportions the various kinds of material were to be produced, we had to weigh one against another, and consider their relative importance and the probable future requirements. The whole programme was a complicated mental achievement, intended as it was to meet future requirements rather than present necessities, Most of the credit is due to Colonel Bauer, of my staff. It was only definitely settled after several conferences in Berlin, and received the name of the Hindenburg programme, although the programme put forward by G.H.Q. was not confined to the
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